The LKB Ultrolab Diluter is one of the fastest and most accurate diluters on the market. It will siphon up a preset volume of a sample liquid and flush it out with a preset volume of a reagent at a rate of up to 1200 times an hour.

The Ultrolab Diluter can also be used as a dispenser, to dispense one or two reagents at the same high rate.

Each pump is permanently preset to deliver 10 different volumes, which can be selected by merely pressing a pushbutton. Three pumps are available to choose from, giving in all a choice of volumes from 10 μl to 3000 μl. These are high-precision pumps, with an accuracy of ±1% and a reproducibility of ±0.5%. Tight, leak-free operation is achieved by employing smooth, sapphire pump plungers.

Operation is simple. To change over pumps you just press a button and remove the pump, complete with reagent bottle. You can immediately begin dilution or dispensing for a different type of analysis by plugging in a spare pump with a new type of reagent. A convenient hand pipette and a foot pedal control are available as optional items.
Simulation in $\frac{1}{100}$th the Time
at $\frac{1}{4}$th the Price.

That's just a fraction of our story. The new PACERTM computer systems by EAI can actually deliver price/performance ratios that run well over 100 times those of conventional digital computers. Whether the problem is simulation, optimization, control, design or data reduction.

The unique efficiency of PACER systems is due to many factors: First, they combine our new fourth-generation digital processor with three new high-speed parallel processors. New peripherals and software offer interactive graphics in a conversational mode of operation. So now scientists and engineers can achieve higher computational productivity and accuracy while tackling the complexities of multivariable problems in real time or even faster than real time.

The PACER systems simply deliver far more solutions per day or per dollar than any alternative systems. Further, we help you zero in on optimum efficiency by offering three series of systems: PACER 500, PACER 600 and PACER 700. Each series offers three sets of options with a wide choice of peripherals. To let you choose a setup with capabilities matched almost precisely to the requirements of your problems or to your preference for input/output.

Yet there is never a need to feel straitjacketed. Because PACER systems are expandable. Almost indefinitely—including interconnection to your existing computers.

As for software, EAI can probably be of more help to you than anybody else in the world. Our library of compatible engineering and scientific software is the most generally useful ever assembled, and we have over 5,000 case histories of applications to prove it.

For details on our whole PACER story, please write or call today.

Electronic Associates, Inc.
185 Monmouth Parkway
West Long Branch, New Jersey 07764
(210) 229-1100
New UV-visible Spectronic® 700.

The more-instrument instrument without the high-price price.
Work with our new spectrophotometer just once. You'll enjoy performance features that just aren't provided by other instruments in its price class.

Get excellent resolution with a 2 nm bandpass.

Work all the way from 200 to 950 nm on a wide 8’’ scale.

Work with unique sampling versatility—your choice of quickly interchangeable sample compartments for single cell, multiple cell, or Micro Flow-thru cell. Use any standard glassware—test tubes, cuvettes, cylindrical cells up to 100 mm path length.

Measure Transmittance from 0 to 100%.

Measure Absorbance—with linear presentation from 0-1A and from 1-2A that “expands” the 8’’ meter to an effective 16’’ for Absorbance readings.

Concentration readout, with variable scale suppression/expansion, lets you read small concentration differences full scale.

Think about it. Wide wavelength range, high resolution, built-in dual light source and phototubes, electronic scale expansion/suppression, linear Absorbance readings over 16” of meter, semiautomatic readings over 16” of meter, semiautomatic sampling with the Micro Flow-thru cell.

And a low price.

The Spectronic 700. It all adds up.
K-K-K-KEL-VI-VINATOR.  -96°C!

We sell ultra-cold. Hair-cracking cold. Upright drops to -76°C. Chest model sinks to -96°C. And in overall performance, we're the hottest cold buy around.

We know what you need in the way of cold so we've designed our units to make you happy. Take the upright. Beyond the cold you need, you'll find convenience features like six French doors. Open one without losing the cold everywhere else. You can label each door. Know what's behind it.

What's good about the chest model? It gets colder. And the top can give you some more work surface. And here too we've come up with a great way for you to identify the location of everything that's in it.

More. Both have automatic alarm systems and 2" portholes to accommodate recorders. More importantly, both carry the name Kelvinator Commercial. The company that knows how to give you the best cold you ever had.

Send for detailed literature.
Upright UC-105 (-76°C/-105°F) — 12 Cubic Feet.
Chest UC-520 (-85°C/-120°F), UC-540 (-96°C/-140°F) — 12 Cubic Feet.
Write: J. E. Hirssig, Sales Mgr., Scientific and Industrial Division, Kelvinator Commercial Products, Inc., 621 Quay Street, Manitowoc, Wisconsin 54220. Phone (414) 682-0156.
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Fill yourself in on new products for TLC

New addition to the family of EASTMAN CHROMAGRAM Sheets...

EASTMAN CHROMAGRAM Sheet (Scribed Silica Gel), with or without fluorescent indicator. All the features of the family it joins... uniform, abrasion-resistant coating; flexible polyester base; scissor-able; easy and safe to handle and store, both before and after use. And some important features all its own... 19 channels to make sample application and identification easier; no chance for wandering migration and cross contamination of samples; separated zones are more concentrated, so identification and quantitation are simpler.

Standard packages hold twenty 20 by 20-cm sheets. For large-volume users, sheets are also packed 400 to the box, at a lower cost per sheet. Catalog Nos. 13191 (with fluorescent indicator) and 13197 (without fluorescent indicator).

The KODAK Laboratory Sprayer, No. 13173, with dip tube and orifice designed for spraying TLC visualization reagents. Only 3 ounces of propellant, but a propellant-to-reagent spray ratio of 1:5, so you can spray approximately a pint of visualization reagent. More economical to use than many larger units which have higher propellant-to-reagent ratios.

Prepare your visualization reagents in advance. When you're ready to spray, simply screw the aerosol unit directly onto the bottle; no separate spray heads to buy or replace. The slim aerosol unit is easy to hold and easy to clean after use.

The spray is sold singly at $4.00 each and in convenient four-packs at $12.50 and, along with the scribed chromatographic sheet, is stocked locally by:

- Curtin Sargent-Welch
- Fisher Scientific Products
- North-Strong VWR Scientific (East)

For more information, return the coupon below.

(These list prices are net FOB Rochester, N.Y. and are subject to change without notice.)

Eastman Kodak Company
Dept. 412-L
Organic Chemical Markets
Rochester, N.Y. 14650

☐ Please send me information on scribed sheet and the laboratory sprayer (JJ-186).

Name .................................................................................................................................

Company .........................................................................................................................

Address ............................................................................................................................

City .......................................................... State ........................................ Zip .....................
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Building power into a computer isn't much trouble, these days. The task is to make that power respond to the demands of you scientists and engineers who don't pretend to be computer experts. That's a feat we've accomplished with our new Series 9800/Model 30.

It joins the accessibility and easy operation of a programmable calculator with the power and overall capability of a minicomputer. The result? Significantly reduced turn-around time for those complex research and design problems you're now sending to a programmer or outside computing service.

*Conversation guides you to the best solution.* The secret to the Model 30's problem-solving efficiency is its ability to communicate with you on a very human level. Its language is BASIC, a standard language that gives you simple, straightforward programming.

In practice, you solve a problem by setting up a dialogue with the Model 30. You talk to it through the typewriter keyboard. It talks to you through the alphanumerical display.

Once you've entered your instructions in English words and Algebraic formulas, the Model 30 does all the rest, under the automatic control of its hard-wired executive system. It'll even...
show you where you’ve made a mistake—so you can quickly correct anything from one character to an entire block of text with just a few quick strokes on the editing keys.

**Powerful memory for solutions to big problems.** Despite its apparent simplicity and small size, the Model 30 is an extremely powerful computing tool. Significant features include the executive system software implemented by built-in ROM (read-only memory); the large MOS-LSI read/write memory for programs and data, and the built-in tape cassette operating system for mass storage. Adding it all up, the basic Model 30 gives you problem-solving power equivalent to a minicomputer system with 10K sixteen-bit words of memory. And that’s just for starters, because the Model 30’s modular design lets you add capacity any time your usage demands.

You can add programming and systems versatility with plug-in ROMs. You can increase your data and program storage with read/write memory modules. And you can plug in up to nine additional tape cassettes for whopping mass storage.

**New Series 9800 Line Printer gives you fast formatted output.** If your work calls for formatted hard copy, you’ll be happy to know you no longer need suffer the tedium and noise of slow, mechanical output writers. Our new Series 9800/Model 66 Line Printer mounts atop your Model 30 to give you a fast output of 250 lines per minute. (That’s equivalent to typing 3,600 words per minute.)

**Series 9800 Peripherals let you handle data in any format.** As a member of the Series 9800, the Model 30 is fully compatible with all 15 of the Series 9800 Peripherals—ranging from high-speed Tape Readers to Instrument Interfaces. Illustrated above is our unique X-Y Plotter that not only draws histograms, linear, log-log, semi-log, or polar plots—but writes alphanumericics as well.

Put the Series 9800/Model 30 through its paces on some of your problems. We’re already shipping production units. Prices start at $5,975 for the basic Model 30. Add $2,975 for the Model 66 Line Printer.

For more information or a hands-on demonstration, call one of our 172 worldwide sales offices. Or write: Hewlett-Packard, P.O. Box 301, Loveland, Colorado 80537.

---
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CONTINUOUS FLOW CENTRIFUGATION WITH DENSITY GRADIENTS

Operate throughout the speed range of 2,000 to 55,000 rpm (up to 150,000g).

Model RK
Refrigerated Ultracentrifuge

The Model RK Ultracentrifuge was designed for high g, continuous sample flow — either with density gradients or for pelleting. It utilizes a cylindrical rotor supported at either end by a hollow shaft and damper bearing. Fluids can be transmitted through the shafts in either direction to the rotor core or wall. An air turbine provides the driving force to the upper shaft with minimal heat transfer to the sample.

The static fluid lines are joined to the rotating shafts via a simple friction seal surrounded by a closed coolant system, eliminating aerosols and cross-leakage between in/out effluent lines. The result is a reliable seal for continuous flow up to 65 liters per hour throughout the entire speed range.

A variety of rotor configurations permit isopycnic banding, rate-zonal, pelleting, or fixed-angle tube separations.

The Model RK offers the highest available throughput and g forces for continuous flow operation. It is unequaled for the high-resolution concentration of cells and subcellular components from large quantities of fluids. Varying the speed and flow rate permits the separation of particles with sedimentation coefficients as low as 10.

The Model K, the production version of the RK, is used worldwide to manufacture over 80% of the annual supply of influenza vaccine.

All the major U.S. programs attempting to isolate and identify antibodies of cancer related antigens utilize an RK or K.

The design characteristics of both models stress reliability and simplify the bio-containment of hazardous substances. Their modular design permits the separation and containment of the drive and rotor unit from the control console. Worldwide installation, factory service, and leasing are available.

MODEL RK

THROUGHPUT: 60 liters/hr.

ROTOR CAPACITY: 12 tubes (100 mm)

GRAVITATIONAL FORCES: 80,000

MODEL K

THROUGHPUT: 90 liters/hr.

ROTOR CAPACITY: 12 tubes (100 mm)

GRAVITATIONAL FORCES: 100,000

Technique For Isolating Subcellular Particles
From Large Quantities Of Fluid

The simultaneous isolation and concentration of viruses from large quantities of cell culture fluids is accomplished by continuous flow with isopycnic banding. The procedure is very simple yet extremely effective. The density gradient is loaded into the rotor at rest (A). As the rotor is gradually accelerated, the gradient reorients itself vertically along the wall (B). Sample fluid is now pumped into the rotor at one end on a continuous flow basis (C). The sample particles sediment radially into the gradient of increasing density. They eventually band (isopycnically) in those cylindrical zones where the gradient density equals a particle's buoyant density (D). At the end of the run, the rotor is decelerated (E) and the gradient reorients to its original position without disturbing the particle bands (F). The banded particles are now ready to be unloaded with the rotor at rest. Fractions are collected (G) using air or water pressure and a small peristaltic pump to control flow.

SELECTED MODEL RK ROTORS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ROTOR</th>
<th>ISOPYCNIC BANDING</th>
<th>RATE-ZONAL</th>
<th>LIPID PELLETING</th>
<th>MAXIMUM RPM</th>
<th>MAXIMUM DT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RK 3</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>100,000</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RK 5</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>90,000</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RK 10</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>90,000</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>60</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*All have 45,000 rpm pathlength fixed angle tubes. All rotors require a fluid cooling jacket.

ELECTRO-NUCLEONICS, INC.
410 Passaic Avenue, Fairfield, N.J. 07006, U.S.A.
Fluorescence microscopes from Zeiss come both large and small...with prices to match.

Consider the economical Zeiss Standard Microscope with 100-watt Halogen Illuminator. That's the compact one shown up front. It's as easy to use as any regular laboratory microscope...at practically the same price. Our large fluorescence microscopes are so well-known in research laboratories that they have obscured our smaller, inexpensive instruments such as this one. Which is a shame—both for us and for those scientists who want great optical performance but do not need the ultimate in sophistication. But, consider, Zeiss has...

The widest line of fluorescence instruments available anywhere for transmitted and reflected light and for fluorometry. Our superb optics provide unexcelled fluorescence contrast. No matter what the absorption and emission characteristics of your specimens or fluorescent dye, we can offer the best combination of exciter filters, barrier filters, or (for reflected light) dichroic mirrors. At a price to fit your budget.

Send for full-color, 16-page brochure, "Fluorescence Microscopy," which is illustrated by some stunning examples of fluorescence photomicrography. It describes the full line.


Nationwide service.
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BRANCH OFFICES IN: BOSTON, CHICAGO, COLUMBUS, HOUSTON, LOS ANGELES, SAN FRANCISCO, WASHINGTON, D. C.
The KLA-5 can give you 18 chromatograms like this in twenty-four hours.

The above is an actual chromatogram* produced in only 80 minutes on Perkin-Elmer's new KLA-5 Amino Acid Analyzer.

This is about twice as fast as any conventional amino acid analyzer, but the increase in analysis rate is achieved without sacrificing either quality of results or instrument versatility. For example, the 80 minute protein hydrolyzate run is accomplished with the separation between serine-threonine and between tyrosine-phenylalanine better than 90%.

The KLA-5 is fully automated and programmed to analyze physiological fluids, protein hydrolyzates or peptides. It can utilize either single or dual column methodology and separation by conventional ion exchange or the unique ligand exchange. The KLA-5 operates at low pressures and therefore provides the flexibility of peptide analysis, preparative chromatography and is without the problems inherent in high pressure systems.

Besides speed and versatility, the KLA-5 offers the following benefits:

- **Complete Automation**—Automatic sampling and programmed operation provide complete analysis unattended. In only twenty-four hours, 18 complete protein hydrolyzate samples can be run.
- **Sensitivity**—Minimum detectability of each amino acid is 0.2 nanomole using our low volume 10 mm path flow cell.
- **Resolution**—Under conditions of accelerated analysis, serine-threonine and tyrosine-phenylalanine are separated to 90% of baseline or better.
- **Microsampling**—10 to 250 μl of sample can be injected making most efficient use of available sample.

*Redrawn here for clarity. Multipoint original available on request.

Add our PEP-1 Data System to the KLA-5 and it will give you 18 reports like this in twenty-four hours. The PEP-1 is a computer based Data System designed specifically for acquiring, processing, and storing the data from liquid and gas chromatographs. From a standard sample it will automatically calculate calibration constants to apply raw data to provide a finished, analytical report. Data is stored and may be reprocessed at any time employing different methods.

The PEP-1 can handle data from up to eight KLA-5's simultaneously, or from a combination of KLA-5's and gas and liquid chromatographs.

Think of the potential. The KLA-5 and PEP-1 can give you 18 complete protein hydrolyzate analyses including concentration determination and peak identification by name in 24 hours and at the same time process the data from gas chromatographs.

Both units are sold, serviced and guaranteed by Perkin-Elmer. Write for details to: Instrument Division, Perkin-Elmer Corporation, 723 Main Avenue, Norwalk, Connecticut 06856.
This Swiss-made rotating evaporator has made a great name for itself.

Now we're giving it a new one.

Recognize this popular Rotating Evaporator? Precision-made in Switzerland, its outstanding design, unusual versatility and ease of operation have made it world famous. In fact, these Swiss Evaporators outsell every other brand.

Even though you may be using one yourself, the name 'Büchi' may not be familiar, because until recently they were marketed by someone else under a different name in the USA and Canada. Now that they are Brinkmann products, we’re giving these evaporators a new name, Büchi, the same name they’re so well known by everywhere else.

To find out more about the complete Büchi line, including the Model EL Super Rotavapor with electronic speed control and patented duct system, get the new Büchi/Brinkmann brochure. For your free copy, please write: Büchi Division, Brinkmann Instruments, Westbury, N.Y. 11590. In Canada, write: Brinkmann Instruments (Canada) Ltd., 50 Galaxy Boulevard, Rexdale (Toronto), Ont.
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Carworth and your animals' environment
Carworth has pioneered environmental control in the laboratory animal field because of the need to reduce the exceptional vulnerability of small animals to airborne contamination. This vulnerability, with its potential for jeopardizing your research—or even your entire animal colony, can now be significantly minimized or even totally eliminated with one or more of the Carworth products described below.

The STAY-CLEAN™ laminar flow rack
This rack provides the animals housed in it with horizontal flow pathogen-free air through primary and HEPA filtration. The animals are constantly bathed in a continuous stream of ultra-clean laminar flow air. In effect, this is unidirectional air filtered to remove potentially harmful particles 0.3 microns or larger. The result: virtual elimination of microbial (bacteria, viruses, fungi, molds, spores, etc.) or non-viable particulate matter that can jeopardize animal colonies and/or research programs.

The STAY-CLEAN™ laminar flow conversion unit
This newest Carworth pathogen control product provides any standard rack unit with ultra-clean vertical flow pathogen-free air. The multiple advantages of the STAY-CLEAN rack described above are now readily available to any laboratory at modest cost.

The ISOSYSTEM™ housing system for mice
The ISOSYSTEM easily and effectively provides a separate protected environment anywhere. This inexpensive system isolates animals from harmful environmental influences such as viruses, insects, dust, dirt, light, noise, and sudden temperature changes. The complete ISOSYSTEM—consisting of an Isocage™ plastic cage, cage lid, and an Isocap™ disposable filter cap—takes minimal space (12 ¾” long x 7 ¾” wide x 8 ¾” high).

For further information on these and other Carworth products
Write Carworth, New City (Rockland County), New York 10956 and request the new Carworth Animal Environmental Care Catalog covering these products plus a full line of plastic and stainless steel cages, racks, detergents (including a special detergent for plastic cages), disinfectants, and odor control products. Also let us know if you’d like a copy of our new Animal Catalog too. Thanks.

Carworth
Division of Becton, Dickinson and Company
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Zonal centrifugation is one of the most exciting advances in modern research. With the proper system you can shorten run times, enlarge sample-gradient volumes and improve resolution. Damon/IEC Division provides a complete family of advanced centrifuges and zonal rotors to assure gradient stability, higher concentration of sample, greater speed, resolution and efficiency for your separation program. Choose your systems approach from the comprehensive line of IEC equipment:

**THE IEC ULTRACENTRIFUGE B-60**

The B-60 provides a total approach to ultracentrifugation in a unit quiet enough for operation in office or laboratory. Features include flexible drive system, precise temperature control, positive speed control, advanced vacuum system, automatic rotor protection, complete instrument protection and master control knob. With a selection of three zonal rotors, the B-60 offers zonal capacities ranging from 570 to 1674 ml, speeds from 8,000 to 50,000 rpm and forces from 9100 to 135,500 x g. Thirteen swinging bucket and fixed angle rotors serve “routine” needs to 2,000 ml, 60,000 rpm and 405,900 x g.

**THE IEC HIGH-SPEED REFRIGERATED CENTRIFUGE B-20A**

This versatile, intermediate system serves both research and routine applications. Engineered to reduce the possibility of operator error and to allow accurate duplication of experiments, the B-20A features programmed operation. Once operating parameters have been selected, a single master control knob initiates the run which continues automatically to completion. Three interchangeable zonal rotors permit speeds from 8,000 to 12,000 rpm, forces from 9100 to 28,500 x g and volumes consistent with those of the B-60 system. Eight ultra (fixed angle) rotors may also be used in the B-20A.

**THE IEC GENERAL PURPOSE REFRIGERATED CENTRIFUGE PR-6000**

The newest, most advanced general purpose refrigerated centrifuge available, the PR-6000 reaches speeds of 6,000 rpm with gravities to 7900 x g. An unusually broad selection of general and specialty accessories make the PR-6000 your logical choice for virtually any biochemical separation requirement. And with the CF-6 Continuous Flow Zonal Rotor, the PR-6000 can deliver many ultrasensitive capabilities at only 6,000 rpm.

**IEC ZONAL ROTORS**

**Z-15 Zonal Rotor:** Interchangeable in the B-20A and B-60 systems, this rotor provides excellent separations of chloroplasts, mitochondria and large viruses such as tobacco mosaic virus (TMV). The large starting radius of the Z-15 increases efficiency of separation almost 300% and allows subcellular particle separations for most cell systems to be completed in less than four hours. Constructed of Plexiglass and aluminum, the Z-15 simplifies protocol design and permits observation of the separation as it takes place. While providing an excellent educational tool, this design also permits parametric corrections while an experiment is in progress.

**B-29 and B-30 Zonal Rotors:** Also for use in the B-20A and B-60 centrifuges, these advanced design IEC zonal rotors have the additional feature of edge loading and unloading. Constructed from specially coated aluminum, inserts are easily removable and autoclavable. The septa in each rotor is made from a special plastic, also removable and autoclavable.

The B-29 rotor has proved to be an excellent choice for purification of hepatitis antigen. The B-30 rotor is capable of separating serum proteins and other dissolved macro-molecules. When used in a B-20A high speed centrifuge, either rotor is ideal for particle studies with sedimentation coefficient to 200s such as viruses, clay minerals, mitochondria, bacteria and lysosomes. In the B-60 ultracentrifuge, applications include isolation of bacterial RNA, ribosomes, proteins and subunits from alkali disrupted adenovirus.

IEC zonal rotors can be used with one common removable effluent and feed seal. This removable seal eliminates most leakage problems and permits removal of fragile active parts of the system while the rotor is spinning. Hence, runs need not be lost to repair the seal.

**CF-6 Continuous Flow Zonal Rotor:** Designed specifically for use with the IEC Model PR-6000 or PR-J refrigerated centrifuges, the CF-6 provides many ultracentrifuge capabilities at low speed. The CF-6 will process such particles as mitochondria, nuclei, protozoa, unciliated algae, chloroplasts, bacteria, yeast, spores, blood cells, polyhedral insect viruses and latex. Further, it provides an ideal environment for biological organelles such as phyto-plankton, allowing such life processes as respiration and photosynthesis to continue unimpaired during centrifugation. IEC zonal centrifugation systems are available world-wide. For complete and detailed information, contact:

**DAMON/IEC DIVISION**

300 SECOND AVE., NEEDHAM HTS., MASS. 02194, TEL: (617) 449-0600
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Universal REPIPET®
dispenses any reagent from any bottle.

Simple operation. Lift plunger to fill, press to deliver. Accuracy 1%. Reproducibility 0.1%.

Fit any container. Assortment of screw caps (supplied) fits the Universal REPIPET to the bottle you have on hand. Uncommon screw caps or adaptors for glass joints are supplied by L/I at no charge upon request.

Leak-proof coupling. Unique Teflon coupling can't slip or leak, provides secure connection for any length of Teflon tubing.

Cut to fit. Just slice off Teflon tubing to reach the bottom corner of any container for emptying contents completely.

Now there's a L/I REPIPET that will dispense from any screw cap or ground glass joint container commonly found in the lab. Just trim the Teflon® inlet tube to reach the bottom corner of your container. Because only glass and Teflon come in contact with reagent, you can safely dispense any liquid except HF through this odorless and transparent instrument. Concentrated acids, concentrated alkalies, and chlorinated hydrocarbons pose no problems for the REPIPET.

Universal REPIPETS are stocked in 1, 5, 10, 20, and 50 ml sizes. Prices start at $75, including 5 screw cap adaptors and magnifying indicator. Our old standby REPIPETS (all PYREX® instruments) are stocked in the same sizes starting at $59.50. Caps supplied in 28-430, 33-400, 33-430, and 38-430 sizes. Teflon adaptors slight extra charge.

Order from Labindustries or your distributor.

REPIPETS products of LABINDUSTRIES
1802 M Second Street/Berkeley, California 94710/Phone (415) 843-0220/Cable LABIND
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If you're on the verge of open insurrection over frequency counters that deliver too much price and not enough performance... JOIN THE HEATH/SCHLUMBERGER COUNTER REVOLUTION!

We've got counters that will get you to over 80 MHz for only $350... or to 600 MHz for just $795. And check out some of our other revolutionary ideas: long-lived, highly visible LED readout... very high input sensitivity... BCD output... complete programmability for all functions... computer compatibility... handy gimbal mounts... combination carrying handle/tilt stand... lab-grade time base stability.

Circle the reader service number below to get complete information... and join the Heath/Schlumberger Counter Revolution.

- **SM-11OA**: 1 Hz to 200 MHz range... input sensitivity: 10 mV @ 35 MHz, 15 mV @ 200 MHz... 1 megohm/15 pf and 50 ohm inputs... 7-digit LED readout plus overrange... four switch-selected time bases... 1 MHz crystal time base... 7.5 ppm/yr stability $495.00

- **SM-11OB**: features same range, inputsensitivity and readout as SM-11OA above, plus 1 MHz TCXO time base stable to 1 ppm/yr... complete programmability for Range, Reset, Input Select, Count Inhibit, all standard TTL-level, Outputs: 7 digits of BCD, Overrange flag, Decimal Points, Print Command, 5 V reference and ground $625.00

- **SM-11OC**: includes all the features of the A and B models as detailed above. Also provides a 600 MHz prescaler for the high frequency input for measurements into the UHF region. Prescaler can be switched in and out from the front panel $795.00

- **SM-114A**: 600 MHz Prescaler. Extends the useful range of any counter with more than 100 kHz capability. Three pushbutton selected ranges allow division of input frequency by 1, 10 or 100. 50 ohm input... less than 2:1 VSWR to 600 MHz... 50 mV rms input sensitivity... 50 ohm output, 1 V P-P $365.00

- **SM-105A**: the world's most remarkable value. 10 Hz to well over 80 MHz range... 5-digit LED readout plus overrange... 5-digit measurement capability with kHz/MHz front panel switch... 100 mV input sensitivity... 1 MHz crystal time base with 1 ppm/mo stability... gimbal mount $350.00

- **SM-104A**: same as SM-105A described above but with high stability TCXO time base (1 ppm/yr)... 5-digits of BCD output plus overrange and print command $450.00

For additional information, use reader service number below or write:
Heath/Schlumberger Scientific Instruments Dept. 511-193 Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022
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Contemporary Topics
in Immunobiology
General Editor: M. G. Hanna, Jr., Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Editorial Board: R. L. Carter, Max D. Cooper, A. J. S. Davies,
Victor Nussenzweig, George W. Santos,
Noel L. Warner, and William O. Weigle

"An excellent first volume... giving up-to-date information and
making the reader aware of current thinking in the various
aspects of immunobiology..." — ASLIB

Volume 1
Edited by M. G. Hanna, Jr. 188 pages $12.50

Volume 2
Edited by A. J. S. Davies and R. L. Carter
Approx. 350 pages $26.00

Contemporary Topics
in Molecular Immunology
Formerly Contemporary Topics
in Immunochemistry
General Editor: F. P. Inman, The University of Georgia
Editorial Board: G. L. Ada, H. N. Eisen, W. J. Mandy,
R. R. Porter, and R. A. Reisfeld

Volume 1
Edited by F. P. Inman 186 pages $14.50

Volume 2
Edited by R. A. Reisfeld and W. J. Mandy
Approx. 250 pages $16.50

These series are eligible for a SPECIAL CHARTER SUBSCRIBER'S
DISCOUNT. SPECIAL CHARTER SUBSCRIBERS will receive a 15% discount on all available titles and all forthcoming titles for the life of the series. For further information, please contact the Publishers. Charter Subscriptions are not available in Japan.

PLENUM PUBLISHING CORPORATION
227 West 17 Street, New York, N Y 10011
In the United Kingdom: 250 Aldersgate Street, London, E1 7NQ
We have the right model for you—regardless of your weighing need!
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OUR CELL TEMPERATURES ARE BETTER FOR TWO REASONS.

If you’re working with nucleic acids or proteins, a Century ACTA™ Spectrophotometer system should be your ready choice. Because this instrument handles critical temperature programming in a highly accurate, uniform way.

First, for normal analyses of absorbance versus temperature, you have our special cells. Twin-walled to form a water jacket, they use a circulating bath method to produce better contact between heat-source fluid and sample. Result: fewer temperature gradients and better reproducibility. And our low-mass sample probe produces extremely accurate temperature readouts. What’s more, you can handle four samples at the same time. Extremely small ones, at that.

For the most demanding single-sample applications, you can add our Tm Analyzer accessory to put temperature programming under highly accurate electronic control.

Like all double-beam ACTA spectrophotometers, the Century models have remarkable resolution, low stray light, continuously variable scale expansion, very fast scanning, and excellent signal-to-noise ratio.

If you’re in Tm analysis, thermal denaturation or enzyme kinetics, there’s a Century ACTA model that can make your work a lot easier. For full data, contact your local Beckman representative, or write for Data File 114, Scientific Instruments, 2500 Harbor Blvd., Fullerton, California 92634.
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With the ILLUMITRAN you can copy, crop, correct, enlarge or reduce; make film strips or internegatives from transparencies up to 4 x 5 faster than we can tell you about it.

The Illumitran, technically far ahead of anything in its field, is the quickest, simplest and most economical means of producing top quality duplicate transparencies.

Reason? The guesswork is taken out of the operation by an automatically controlled variable intensity electronic flash which provides a repeatable, constant color temperature light source. (No more guessing exposure or lens apertures.) A coupled, direct reading meter assures consistent exposure compensation for copying originals of varying density or for color balancing filters.

The Illumitran isn’t just for 3:1 copies on 35mm film. Using your own camera you can reduce or enlarge at will, copy originals up to 4 x 5 in size; make sectional blowups, internegatives or superpositions.

Maybe there’s a job the Illumitran can do for you. Ask your dealer about it or drop us a line, we’ll send you a brochure and magazine articles which may give you some useful ideas.
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...and maximum absorption alternatives. To describe the “constant quality” projection as “his image of the normal educational condition” is a clear distortion.

Vaughan and Sjoberg attack my use of the word “normal” [for example, “In a normal year, approximately 50 percent of new doctorates take positions as college and university teachers” (J, p. 135)] to describe a steady trend, claiming that I “imply that it is fundamentally good.” Surely anticipating the continuation of a customary pattern of growth or market behavior does not have “normative” overtones. They take even greater liberties when they refer to my “assumptions concerning the ideal proportion of Ph.D.’s in colleges and an ideal student-teacher ratio of 20 to 1” (italics added). None of the one or two dozen economists and sociologists who have attempted to project trends in the academic labor market have ever assumed that likely events were therefore “ideal.” The incremental student-teacher ratio of 20 to 1 happens to be the average for the period from 1958 to 1972, and 44 percent of college faculty members happen to have the doctorate. It surely is not my conception of the ideal world; it is part of the real world that one must contend with.

Finally, in one of the few instances where I have stated a personal preference among public policy alternatives, Vaughan and Sjoberg claim that I fail “to recognize the political dysfunctions of . . . [my] rather elitist educational commitment.” “Implicit in the policy for restricting graduate programs is the notion that limited funds would be spent most expeditiously on those institutions wherein high quality is already judged to exist. By implication . . . this policy would lead to the support of a relatively small number of low-risk students who are carefully selected by these prestigious institutions.” I have argued, and firmly believe, that it is inappropriate federal policy to merely let the market resolve the problem, imposing a kind of Malthusian adjustment upon academic institutions. Instead, I have argued for a positive program of federal support of graduate education that would attempt to provide long-term financial stability for the major graduate schools. I have suggested that “75 to 100 national universities” should receive basic federal support, but I hardly see that as being elitist. These same universities today produce 75 to 80 per...
cent of all the doctorates, and most of them have enviable records in recent years of enrolling minority students. One could hardly characterize the nearly quarter of a million graduate students enrolled in these universities a “small number of low risk students.” Vaughan and Sjoberg create straw-man arguments that mislead the reader.

In summary, it is difficult to know what Vaughan and Sjoberg are positively recommending. They applaud the actions of institutions and government agencies in cutting back on enrollments, yet deplore my proposal for added federal aid to support the major graduate centers. They wax enthusiastic about educators taking “a more active role in defining the future social order” and “creating a more viable and meaningful way of life,” but they provide few hints as to what that new order might be. They want graduate education to change markedly in undefined ways to better serve some future undefined society. I wish they would reveal that vision to their readers; many of us might share it.

ALLAN M. CARTTER
Carnegie Commission on Higher Education, 1947 Center Street.
Berkeley, California 94704
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Although many of Cartter’s comments reflect the pique of one personally offended, his response nevertheless is instructive: it more fully exposes his basic orientation to public scrutiny. We shall consider the more obvious areas of intellectual friction and, at Cartter’s behest, outline our vision of the future.

1) A fundamental source of disagreement between Cartter and ourselves arises from our differing conceptions of the nature of the market. Cartter’s central argument regarding the academic labor market rests on the premise that market outcomes necessarily result from invariant, impersonal forces. In our view, market operations are less determinate; outcomes emerge from choices among a range of alternatives partially defined by noneconomic fac-
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 tors. For one thing, the market has a political component.

Only by taking the existing power structure as a given can Cartter argue that educational needs are reflected in market demands. What is required by the broader society and what some persons in positions of power are willing to pay for are not necessarily the same. To equate social needs with effective market demand is to cling to a 19th-century definition of the market. To speak of a surplus of highly educated talent in a highly affluent society, where about 12 percent of the population over 25 has completed four or more years of college, is to denigrate the value and importance of higher education (7).

2) Cartter's conception of market operations leads him to accept long- or moderate-range social projections uncritically even though most social scientists have expressed major reservations about them. He resists the suggestion that some projections are realized because they are a case of self-fulfilling prophecy.

By asserting that "Galileo may or may not have preferred the earth to be round, but the protestations of the bishops did not alter the facts," Cartter would have us believe he studies invariant market forces much as a natural scientist would investigate his subject matter. But Cartter's reasoning is as faulty as his example. Galileo was persecuted not for arguing that the earth was round but for actively supporting the Copernican heliocentric theory. Nor are Cartter's projections and analysis of the market comparable with Galileo's experiments or his telescopic observations. Then too, Cartter, by his own admission, acted as adviser to the New York State Commissioner of Education and thereby influenced the nature of the academic labor market. Church leaders who censured Galileo did not exert a similar influence over the laws of nature. Cartter often seems to don the robes of a "cleric" who attempts to keep the academic labor market in line with a particular political orientation.

Does Cartter seriously believe that the reputed Ph.D. surplus and the operation of narrow economic forces are alone responsible for the precipitous decline in the number of federally supported graduate students "from 51,446 during fiscal year 1969 to 22,121 estimated for fiscal 1972" (2)? Surely political decisions on the part of the Nixon Administration have affected these developments.
More generally Cartter fails to recognize that the social researcher is a variable in the research process, and he seems unaware of Robert K. Merton’s analysis of the self-fulfilling prophecy. By acting in terms of his own projections, and encouraging others to do likewise, Cartter is then better able to claim that his projections are being fulfilled.

Cartter to the contrary, we do not applaud the cutbacks in graduate programs or in graduate students. We discussed the present cutbacks in order to illustrate Cartter’s contribution to a self-fulfilling prophecy. Our position is that major readjustments in the training, and hence in the kinds, of Ph.D.’s are required, and if some constraints on the market are overcome by purposive action and future possibilities realized, then higher education would expand rather than contract.

3) Cartter’s rebuttal confirms our assertion that he fails to recognize the necessity for placing his projections of academic manpower within the context of broader sociocultural trends. He suggests, for instance, that the notion of a “postindustrial society” is a cliché. Cartter thereby ridicules the concerns of many eminent social scientists, such as Daniel Bell (3), as dealing with trivial nonissues. Although Bell, like Cartter, is locked into the categories of the present in projecting or predicting future events, Bell’s discussion of the postindustrial order has highlighted fundamental structural changes, especially in the labor force, that have been occurring in American society. According to Cartter the trend toward a service economy has been underway since the turn of the century and therefore is not new. The implicit hypothesis that the growth of the service economy during the past two decades is similar to that during the first few decades of the 20th century, when America was moving from a rural- to an urban-manufacturing base, is demonstrably false.

Cartter reasons that examining sociocultural trends “does not really advance the argument” over the future need for Ph.D.’s. By implication, only the more readily quantifiable aspects of society—for example, selected demographic and economic phenomena—are worthy of special attention. This reasoning leads Cartter to accept only variables defined in official statistics as affecting the academic marketplace. Yet official statistics are constructed in terms of past and present social definitions, and officials generally ignore countervailing trends which, though often qualitative in nature, can readily, when viewed in their cumulative effects, undermine such projections as Cartter’s.

4) The future is not a fact; it must be created by taking into account not only the constraints Cartter stresses but the possibilities he ignores. Our vision of higher education in the future, calling for its expansion, seeks to contend with complementary and contradictory forces. First, it is necessary to provide ever-expanding technical knowledge and skills for many sectors of the populace. The use of higher education to upgrade the knowledge and skills of such occupational groups as secretaries and policemen is illustrative of what can be done in such sectors. We also called attention to the possible upgrading of the skills of many college instructors. And new occupations, based upon increased scientific knowledge, must be created to cope with, for example, environmental concerns.

Moreover, Cartter should recognize the need as well as the potential for far more highly trained personnel in, say, the health services, and to be more specific, in the field of geriatrics. But educators must participate in redefining the social and economic rewards of such activities so that people will find greater satisfaction in service to humanity.

Second, we are far more concerned with the issue of the quality of life than is Cartter. He fails to acknowledge the equality movement in American society. He seems unaware of the grave difficulties that the lower-middle class, ethnic minorities, and women will experience if educators and political officials act according to his projections. Cartter persists in slighting the potential contributions of women to higher education and the broader society.

Equality can be approached only if we restructure higher education and if some income redistribution is achieved. Even so, expansion of higher education is essential. To attain relative equality through “compensatory justice,” which favors the underprivileged at the expense of those immediately above, that is, the lower-middle class, can only intensify the current backlash against higher education.

We must also recognize that higher education can become leisure, leisure in Aristotelian terms as contemplative thought. Americans expend huge sums on entertainment and leisure-time activities. But higher education has come...
to be viewed by many persons, whether members of the alternative society or other adults, as a laborious set of requirements that have to be met in order to acquire a job. A redefinition of education as leisure cannot be attained through commitment to present-day bureaucratized educational structures and the concomitant “efficiency model.”

An elaboration of our image of the future of education must await another essay. However, our discussion has emphasized Cartter’s call for a retrenchment in higher education, whereas we, though cognizant of constraining forces, deem its expansion essential if American society is to cope with accelerated social change. We must broaden the social and economic base of the college population and aggressively create multifaceted programs in higher education for use by persons throughout their adult years.

TED R. VAUGHAN
Department of Sociology,
University of Missouri, Columbia 65201

GIDEON SJOBERG
Department of Sociology,
University of Texas, Austin 78712
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Medical School Admissions

Samuel Z. Goldhaber’s report “Medical school admissions: A raw deal for applicants” (News and Comment, 28 July 1972, p. 332) is a classic in its field and hopefully will prompt the needed reforms. However, I must caution that Goldhaber’s suggested improvement in the admissions process of reducing or eliminating state preference regretfully will never be changed. The money which the federal government provides to most state medical schools is small in comparison to the state funds provided. Consequently, as long as the legislators control the purse strings, a majority of the entering class will be state residents. It would be interesting to compare statistics on the number of state residents educated in a state medical school who eventually practice medicine in that state versus the number of out-of-state students educated in the same school who set up practice in that “foreign” state. Legisla-
tors would be amazed at the results. The influence of specific state politics within the medical educational system is too deep to be uprooted now.

RICHARD D. PEPPLER
Departments of Anatomy and Obstetrics and Gynecology, Louisiana State University Medical Center, New Orleans 70112.

Goldhaber did a very good job of summarizing the very real problems that face those applying to medical school today. The data speak for themselves, and certainly explain the anxieties and stresses which face those who would pursue a course in medicine.

Having spent a good many years in medical school administration, a number of those as chairman of the admissions committee at a so-called competitive medical school, I am fully aware that a situation that has been relatively difficult since the end of World War II has become progressively so in recent years.

Goldhaber's call for "... a more equitable system of medical school admissions ..." is all to the good. He is, however, rather naive in asking medical schools to "... weigh more heavily applicants' motivation for applying to medical school and their personal attributes, such as compassion and general intelligence ..." It would be wonderful if we knew how to do these things, but to date I am rather unaware of any satisfactory way of measuring motivation. I have discussed this problem with knowledgeable colleagues in the field of psychology, and have never found any of them who believed that motivation could be measured accurately. Further, I don't remember ever interviewing a medical school applicant —and I interviewed hundreds—who ever seemed anything but well motivated. Similarly, no one would deny that compassion and general intelligence are very important qualifications for a would-be physician. I am afraid, however, that finding a way to determine objectively whether an individual is compassionate or not, particularly during the relatively brief time that medical schools have for evaluating candidates, poses an almost insuperable task.

I don't suggest we shouldn't keep trying to do a better job in our evaluation. Goldhaber is right in saying we need a better system, but how to get it is something else again.

ROBERT J. GLASER
Henry J. Kaiser Family Foundation, 2 Palo Alto Square, Palo Alto, California 94304

Visual images are fleeting—so, for the record, ... you need pictures. No telling when or how often they can prove invaluable.

That's why so many of your peers are routinely snapping pictures while looking at specimens and samples with Bausch & Lomb's StereoZoom 7 visual-photographic system. The Champ's superb optical system which gives unbeatable visuals will put the images on film right while you're looking. And they will be available as often as you want to refresh your memory, make comparisons, prove points.

There's a choice of most camera formats with the new Integrated Cameras, Series II with optional exposure meter. They're integral, but do not interfere with the optical system and interchange to fit varying needs.
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Dispense precise volumes automatically

If you need to dispense precise volumes of liquid . . . in automated, semi-automatic, or on-demand applications . . . our Precision Liquid Dispenser will solve some of the problems encountered in other dispensers. It offers high precision over a range of 1 μl to 10 ml. Any of eight syringes with Teflon* tipped plungers may be used interchangeably. Cycling rates for collecting and dispensing are adjustable. With our Teflon dispensing tips your system may be completely inert. Delivery volume is adjustable continually from 2% to 100% of the syringe scale. □ If you need to deliver microliter volumes, precisely . . . investigate our Precision Liquid Dispenser. It's described in our catalog . . . let us send you a copy. Write to Hamilton Company, Post Office Box 7500, Reno, Nevada 89502.
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How about monitoring column effluent at 2, 3 or 4 wavelengths? Measuring absorbance changes at up to 4 wavelengths in reaction rate determinations? Locating isosbestic points? Analysis of mixtures? Measuring ratios of absorbance at different wavelengths to determine the extent of fluorescence labelling of proteins?

These wavelength programmed operations are made possible with our Series 635 UV-Vis spectrophotometers. Double-beam scanning instruments with linear readout of Abs, %T and Conc. Two basic instruments — 635M with multi-range meter readout, 635D with full 4-digit readout — BCD too! Both with wide wavelength range (190 to 900 nm) and high photometric accuracy (better than 0.002 abs).

Our Wavelength Programmer accessory operates in 2 modes.

"Repeat Scan" permits wavelength scanning between selected limits at any of 4 scan speeds. "Quad λ" mode permits selection of 2, 3 or 4 discrete measuring wavelengths with sample time adjustable to 60 seconds. All wavelengths selected by dials reading directly in nanometers. Rapid scan of approximately 1200 nm/min between selected wavelengths minimizes cycle time. Synchronized with the Auto-5 Cell Programmer, and Recorder or Digital Printer, the Wavelength Programmer can be a part of the versatile 635K Kinetics Systems.

The Series 635 is supported by Varian’s world-wide sales/service network. And a 24-month warranty.

If you’re looking for a stable, reliable and versatile UV-Vis spectrophotometer which can be wavelength programmed — we’d like to tell you more about our Series 635.
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Solid State Processes


Diffusion is an important phenomenon controlling many solid state reactions and transformations. The utilization of diffusion, or, in as many occasions, the reduction of its effect, is not only of fundamental interest, but also of significance for various technological problems. This requires the understanding of the diffusion phenomenon and hence the study of point defect properties. Research activities in this field have grown steadily over the last 20-some years or so. It is interesting now to compare the book Atom Movements, a seminar proceedings published by the American Society for Metals in 1951, with this book by Flynn. One is certainly impressed by the wide range of problems associated with diffusion being studied in recent years.

This book is a comprehensive one, covering a broad spectrum of fundamental aspects of diffusion and point defect properties. It is also quite an impressive one in the depth that the author can manage in treating such a broad range of subject matter. For example, there is a fine chapter on the electronic states of point defects and, in the other domain of diffusion phenomena, an equally comprehensive treatment of the precipitation problem. It is perhaps not unusual to see such a variety of topics discussed by different experts in a conference proceedings, but to find them systematically developed by one author is not common.

This book first shows the fundamental aspects of the equilibrium point defects and how the vibrational and electronic properties of the crystal change as a result of interaction with the defects. After the author has established the basic properties of point defects, he considers their diffusional behavior under different driving forces in various types of crystals. The characteristics of point defects in the four main classes of crystals, molecular, ionic, valence, and metallic, occupy the last part of the book. The author approaches the subject usually by a qualitative discussion of the physics involved, then proceeds to formulate the problem in detail. Considerable effort has been spent in showing the details of many mathematical derivations in the book. It appears to be the intention of the author that this book be used as an advanced level textbook. It should serve this purpose very well. Graduate students after completing the first one or two years’ courses in physics or some related field should not encounter difficulties in understanding the material, and they will probably find this book a useful stepping-stone to the research field of point defects.

Some outstanding problems of current research interest have been included, among them the question of the validity of using the reaction rate theory to treat the details of the atomic jumping process, particularly the isotope effect; the dynamical theory of diffusion and the quantum effect of light interstitials in diffusion; the dielectric screening of impurity atoms in metallic and valence crystals; and the use of magnetic and optical resonance techniques to measure defect properties. These topics, of particular interest to the author, are explored to considerable depth. Researchers currently investigating diffusion and point defects would find the book very useful indeed.

Paul S. Ho
IBM Watson Research Center, Yorktown Heights, New York
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